
Sleek, Modern, Easy to 
Navigate User Interface

Intuitive and Responsive 
Betting Experience

Live and Communal with 
Exhilarating Sidebets

Single and Triple-Hand 
Blackjack Available

ELECTRONIC TABLE GAMES

Our Triple Hand Blackjack allows players to play up to three 
blackjack hands at once, providing more gameplay options without 
increasing operator costs. Our Single Hand Blackjack is available in 
Live and Video formats and can be set to American or European 
style dealing.

Differentiation

• Simultaneous or concurrent betting on up to four games at the 
same time

• Triple-Hand RNG Blackjack offers an even wider selection of 
sidebets and a unique, enticing game flow

• Crystal clear 4K overhead displays supporting up to four games at 
the same time, and fallback system to take maximum advantage of 
the Mesa 4K system

Available Games and Play Formats

• Single Hand - Live; RNG Video; Hybrid Solution; Both in 
American or European dealing style

• Triple Hand - RNG Video
• Multi-game capable

BLACKJACK

View game details at igt.com/games
Download art assets at igt.com/media



Fully customizable sidebet selection is available for even 
more gameplay opportunities.

Easy to navigate, color-coded action bar simplifies the 
player’s decision making.

A user-friendly interface makes it easy to navigate between 
different game choices, keeping players interested with 
multi-game action.

Statistics and History ease the player’s engagement with the 
game.

ETGETG Blackjack

Side Bets

Straight 2 Flush: Place a Straight 2 Flush side bet on a 
player hand to bet that the first two cards of the player 
hand and the dealer’s first face-up card will form a Three 
of a Kind, Straight, Flush, or Straight Flush. If the three 
cards form one of those combinations, the Straight 2 

Flush side bet is won.

Dealer’s Bonus: Place a Dealer’s Bonus side bet on a player hand to 
bet that the dealer hand will end with a specific value. If the dealer hand 
ends with the total corresponding to the placed Dealer’s Bonus side 
bet, the Dealer’s Bonus side bet is won.

Buster Blackjack: Place a Buster Blackjack side bet on a 
player hand to bet that the dealer will bust. If the dealer 
hand busts, the Buster Blackjack side bet is won.

Lucky Lucky: Place a Lucky Lucky side bet on a player 
hand to bet that the first two cards of that player hand 
and the dealer’s first face-up card will form a specific 
three-card combination. If the three cards form one of the 
indicated combinations, the Lucky Lucky side bet is won.

Upcard Luck: Place an Upcard Luck side bet on a player 
hand to bet that the first two cards of that player hand 
will form a specific combination. The Upcard Luck side 
bet can be won only if the dealer’s first face-up card has 
a value of 2 through 7. The Upcard Luck side bet must 

be equal to or less than the main bet on the player hand. If the first two 
cards of the player hand form one of the indicated combinations and 
the first face-up card of the dealer hand has a value of 2 through 7, the 
Upcard Luck side bet is won.
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